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"It's the dream and passion only that ignites your soul."
I am Mayank Jain (founder of cap_pinterest)
I belong to Delhi , but now residing in Goa.

There are many people who dream and tries to fulfill them. I am one of them who is trying
to achieve each and every dream.
I had the dream of creating a platform for the artists and for the people who dare to dream.
A platform where they get recognised and motivated. 
I work for my dream, so that I could help the other artist to fulfill their dreams.

It motivates you to do a little more towards them. For all those who are yet to identify their
passion, come and explore CAP_PINTEREST COMMUNITY. Look for the Opportunities
available which you can try out. Reach out to people to help you learn that creativity. 
Have a passion, something that is different from your compulsory routine. Something that
will give you light in your lows. And you'll see what a beautiful dimension you have given
to your life .

Still wondering how to start?
Well, then I have some tips to share. 
Start with SMART WORK, Learn how to act smartly... secondly Start OBSERVING things..
And Lastly Think about your dream, fit that dream in REAL LIFE.. and act smartly with
your PAST EXPERIENCES that you gained 
Have a thinking of..

"Pajii Sapne toh pure kar k rahenge"

My Next project that I had thought of is to make the knowledge of the artists accessible to
all. I would really appreciate if the artists come forward and share their tips and tricks with
everyone. You never know when the next opportunity may come knocking at your door. 
If you are an artist and want to be a part of this, kindly Message me. Your passion could be
of anything. We also had a website, where artist can join.

www.cappinterest.com

I always try that this page is of help to everyone who wants to have a passion.
A community where people learn, motivate and share.

CAP_PINTEREST
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THE ART OF SOLO

ENTREPRENEUR

Hello, I’m Lakshmi Madhuri, a stay at home solo
entrepreneur who believes in mindful productivity.
I’m also a fitness fan, wife to a wonderful man and
mom to the most amazing tween son.
When I am not doing my most favourite thing in the
world (painting), I’m doing the next best thing-
Baking. I have a pretty wide array of interests.
Welcome to my space and I am glad that you’re here
to learn how my art journey started off. Thanks to
the lockdown, that we started working from home.
Before a full time artist, I was working as an HR
professional in a rat race corporate world.

It was  Instagram and the artists there that
provoked my inner talent and emerge as an
artist.
I am glad that I came in touch with many
talented artists on Instagram and also many
other art promotion pages that encourage the
talents of the upcoming artists. My intention
is to grow and help grow in this art journey
without the hustle and the overwhelm and
also cultivate deep connections with the
artists and followers.
Cheers to many more!
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IG: coloursbrushespalettes
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VOICE OF PASSION 

I'm Subathra, from Malaysia. I have always wanted to be an artist and singer, but
couldn't pursue it and ended up doing bachelors in accounting and finance. I have
spent most of my time in hostel and abroad working, but the voice within made
me to realize that passion is everything. I quit the job and came home to start
back my art and singing. This journey is been tough but have taught me to be
strong and keep doing things that I love. For me, art is a way of expressing myself,
I don't focus on the methods that I use to draw, I let my subconscious mind to
channel out the inner creativity through my hand, and everything else is a magic I
believe.
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IG: Subathranaidu



From Art to Love
I've seen my mother paint
And I couldn't have had a better
idol than her
I started taking classes when I was
in the 8th standard but I remember
sketching way earlier than that.

I am a passionate artist who loves
to create stunning pieces of
artwork which includes paintings,
portraits, mandala arts, creative
crafts and much more. I have done
Masters in Fine Arts and have been
in this field since several years
now. 

What merely started as a hobby has
now grown up to be my passion.
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FROM ART TO LOVE
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IG: artistic_shadesss



A 12th class pass out girl decided to fly high in
her life but it's not easy for her because the
unsupportive family and the CULTURE won't
accept this decision because in this society
women need to sacrifice their dream for others
but I decided to follow my dream and I’ll
became an AIR HOSTESS/CABIN CREW. I Knew
that the path I am choosing will be a bumpy
journey but I am ready for that. I literally had a
huge fight to my family but in the end they
allowed me on the cost of JO KARNA HA KAR
but only one person was always with me from
my family that was my MOM, she always
supported me, she was the only one who trusted
me and I can say proudly that I have a worlds
best MOM. So I joined the worlds number one
institute of air hostess training (you know the
name! right). Seriously its was very new and
different for me. On the very first day I realised I
need to work on so many things because there
is a criteria for hiring a cabin crew. It took me
almost a month to understand and prepare
myself but I really have an issue with my Skin
Acne (guys you can undertsand my pain). After
trying so many skin specialist there was some
improvement but marks and scars are still there.
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Meanwhile, I started appearing in
interviews. I got rejected and I don't know
how many times Trust me, failure is not
fatal it is the courage to continue that's
counts and after that, here I came up with a
new plan that I will gain some experience
first, if I wants to become a cabin crew i
should know how to do food and beverage
services and some basic knowledge about
aviation like airport aircraft types of flights
etc. After this instead of going to cabin
crew interviews, I  went for hotels
interviews and I was selected for a 5 start
property and finally I started my first job. I
was just 18 years old. I was extremely
happy. I start working with all my
dedication. I learned all the things , trust
me this was the best time of my Carreer
(thanks to my senior's Huge respect). After
couple of months I left the job I have to
move to aviation . After this I joined a
reputed and well establish airline as a
reservation staff.
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I work hard and learned so many things, time
passes. Then one day one of my colleague
told me there is a new airline and they are
hiring for a ground staff but what my master
plan says that this time I need to try for a
cabin crew so I change my master plan a
little bit, add this ground staff into that I
applied and I got selected but here I have to
wait patiently for the procedures and after 
5 months of waiting I got a call for joining
within a day. The airline which I was working
they are so nice, so I resigned on the asme
day of call with some formalities. HERE THE
TURNING POINT OF MY LIFE. I joined the
new airline but they took some time to start
their operation but we started with very
limited staff ,Very few flights but so much to
learn. I literally work hard I was at the
airport for more than 18 hours in a day.

I love being there the morning at 3 o clock 
shifts early morning departure to last night
arrivals my hard works pays off my company
management noticed me they wants me to
promote but the only thing I want in my life is
to become a cabin crew so there is an internal
transfer from one department to another. That
time I was 21 years old. 4 years of hard work
the harder you work for something the greater
you will feel when you finally achieve. 

Finally, I become a cabin crew I still have
scars marks acne and so many flaws and
presently working as a cabin crew happily. I
completed 6 years in the company and the
new airline is no more new we both growing
day by day. Even now My confidence is build
up with my job I’m Doing modelling, shoots,
beauty pageant. Success is the result of
perfection, hard work learning from failure,
loyalty and persistence. You can achieve
anything in life with your hard work.
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IG: Sonalisingh_1
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Okay so I'm gonna be 'me', will spill all my skill
journey.
I'm Tanishq, young guy who started drawing
since I was maybe 5. In my childhood I used to
draw stuff that I didn't know the reason behind
what drawing god and goddesses, basically
mythological figures, sometimes in a very
abstract way. But later on I realized it's time to
draw them in right proportions and right
manner. I used calendars, mythology books to
get references to draw such figures. Likewise, I
tried to color them as well. After growing more,
I felt little awkward to draw god/goddesses
because of the crazy scenario around me... like
it's time to change my drawing style.
As I used references to draw, scribble, doodle,
Luckily I got my tablet and internet access when
I was on 7th grade. 
I joined Instagram so early, Google was best for
me to explore more drawing ideas. After
exploring a lot, I drew a lot, means a lot so far,
with full enthusiasm.  The drawing skills were
under construction though but people around
me praising and cheering like "keep it up", "keep
up the good work", that lifted me up . Good days
began. Little less studied, Little more drew....

Now, I'm 12th grade passed out. I'm
grabbing new challenges in my interest. If
you gotta visit my Instagram page, I've
illustrated a lot of portraits with graphite
Charcoal and dry colors. they all are
influential personalities, especially,
musicians. Yes the day I started listening
them, literally they got me bound to draw
them. I love to listen them , I love to draw
them, their drama, madness, obsession,
their beauty, art, albums, shoots. I've no
such explanation why I used to draw
influential figures, like why not Indian
personalities....
Drawing celebrities like rihanna, gives me
pleasure that only I know and that's enough
for me. if you'll check my IG page, you can
support me, keeping in mind about my
artistic skills instead of your 'not interested'
celebrities drawings.
I'm still learning, my progress is pending...
I'm playing with art mediums, techniques
and styles of illustration, daily. And yes, I
love drawing human figures especially
females. I don't know someone calls it
enjoying fantasy, but I just don't know it
gives me happiness. I've finished, probably,
15 to 20 sketchbooks  including schools,
sketchpads and lot of drawing sheets, that's
insane and that's all I do.
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After sticking to you tube a lot, I improved my
skills. I practiced with Charcoal, graphite, oil
pastels, acrylics on canvas, watercolors and
which always gets me bored, poster colors
(because they're often used in schools)
My artworks are shining on my walls! Shoutout
to my parents who always supported me

IG: Thisloudartist/Rihannaisartist
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ArtsCre

Website: Artscre.com
 https://linktr.ee/artscre

IG: _artscre
Pinterest: Artscre

The founder of ArtsCre is an ambitious 25-year-old girl from Mumbai. Ms Minal Wagh is a
blogger, creative consultant, creative content creator, artist and architect as well. Her
journey started as a blogger with an aim to bring about various types of artists to light by
bringing forth their creativity and motivational stories. As time passed by, she got more
connected with the creative world and wanted to do something greater to support the
community. Now, she not only coaches and helps creatives to make a fortune out of their
passion but also inspires the aspiring new ones to follow their artistic callings
courageously. Her goals include learning various art forms, exploring various cultures
around the world, establishing ArtsCre as one of the best creative platforms, becoming
India's top creative consultant and creative content creator. Being a uniquely creative
person with a strong and burning desire towards her career and dreams, it is certain that
she is going to shine as bright as a star. 

 
“You are uniquely created with

a purpose, don’t shy away
from showing the world your

gifts.” 
 

- anonymous



“ Pursuing happiness is a choice”
We are each on our own pursuit for happiness. The only difference is the way we bring it into our
lives.

Here is Geetanjali Singh a girl born in Odisha brought up in Dehradun, lived and travelled to
various cities in India, worked in an IT MNC , completed her post graduation who rediscovered
her way to happiness through art.

Art has always excited her right from childhood which with time only became a raft  for her to
climb to save her sanity to completely abandoning it. It was during the lockdown that she
decided this dream to continue doing art into reality.

She is currently experimenting various mediums and art styles but always finds a sense of
contentment by painting sunsets, florals and food. She believes in uplifting others and therefore
most of her posts are squired with positive and motivational quotes.

She has a message for all the dreamers who want to pursue their passion but hesitate to start

“Don’t be afraid of the space between your dreams and reality.
 If you can dream it, you can make it so.

Because you already have inside of you what you need to prevail,  
 you only need to believe that is true”
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A DREAMER IN PURSUIT OF

 HAPPINESS THROUGH ART
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IG: Kreaytiveartspace



My name is Sadia. I am from Chennai, India. I am
a techie by day, and art is my therapy. I love
travelling, trying out new food and love going to
beaches. I love chocolate and icecream. 
 
I am a self taught artist, started painting during
lockdown period. For me sticking to one type of
medium or one type of artform is boring. I enjoy
working with different types of mediums like
watercolors, gouache, poster colors, acrylics,
fineliners etc.

Being an extrovert, I love interacting with
people. I believe art is very people oriented, as it
can help us to understand ourselves,others and
develop empathy.
 
My dream is to have a nice cute art studio with
loaded with different stationery. 
I would love to see my art exhibited in galleries
someday, fingers crossed.

I would like to conclude by saying that "Enjoy the
little things, for one day you may look back and
realize they were the big things." - Robert Brault.
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A PICTURE IS A POEM WITHOUT WORDS

IG: artistically_adept



Aparna is a self taught artist who
began her journey in 2020 after her
12th board exams and when the
pandemic just started. She was
always fascinated by mandala art
but learnt more about this art
during the lockdown period.
Drawing mandalas bring tranquility
to her. In her idle time she works
on creating mandalas. She believes
that practice makes a person
perfect.
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IG: mostlymandalass



I am Heni Bhavsar, who loves the complexity of
electrical engineering & enjoys sketching and
painting. From Childhood I have inclination
towards art as I used to actively participate in
creative activities like Rangoli, Sketching,
Painting, Wall Art Etc. 
Though being active and enjoying my art I never
thought it to be my profession. I have always
thought myself to be electrical engineer by
profession and artist by passion. 
After completion of my BE, I started my art page
“ArtHenice”, in 2017. I received so much love from
people that I started getting orders for Wall art in
cafes, canvas painting & Sketching of individual.
This motivates me to do more artwork & share
happiness with my clients. I enjoy the
responsibility of electrical engineering & love
expressing myself through my art. 
Many people believe that you can’t manage both
but I am changing that mentality cause if you are
really passionate about something, you just keep
doing it no matter what & overcome every
obstacle. 
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पेशे से इंजी�नयर ...
  जुनून से कलाकार

IG: Arthenice



‘Everyone can be Artist'
“You are colorful! then why you don't do
colourful? Because you can't do, you don't know
what is this? How is this possible? You wanna but
impossible."- embarrassing words.
Not necessary to know strategy, not necessary to
think over and over. No need to hear others
success story if you are frustrated, it's your way
and it's your time to make your own colourful
ways, which I made. Yes, I am the unknown artist
to all but I am an ordinary woman, who don't
know what is art ? I wanna do something new. I
am studying Bachelor of Science (Zoology). From
a long time I had lost my passion during my busy
schedule. My life has two passion music and art
.In this 2020, lockdown learns me how could I
make creative ownself when I was feeling lonely
.I bought materials from shop and do everything
which I had in my mind. After all I made a social
account on insta and post all of my creativity. Till
now every day I boost up my knowledge and
growing up. I don't know about this .
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EVERYONE CAN BE ARTIST

Take the pencil, fill the board

Splash the colour and make the noise

It's my passion, it's my choice!

Make your artwork your own voice!

- Souradeep Karmakar



Yes, obviously it is an internet era. I
watched YouTube for which materials
are required primarily. Then I started
my new journey. Art is peace of mind.
Art has own power to encourage you.
First I start up my journey with acrylic
painting without helping hand or
guidance. Then I continue mandala,
pencil sketch. Now I started oil
painting. Yes, oil painting is done by
me and my hands only . I'll be coming
soon to all.
So, is anyone wanna learn from me?
Ask me on insta . It'll be great
appreciation to me if I can encourage
you. Don't care anyone. Spread your
hand on bases and do your own ideas
successfully.
 -Satabdi Mallick.
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They have lived it all...

If you want to talk about
them
don't talk about their past,
You have not lived the life 
Which they have passed.

They had storms breaking
them apart
Which they with stood
Facing everything which
tore their heart

Belive me, you couldn't
have lived that life at all
Where shadows became
deeper each day
Ray of hope was lost.

They have lived it all ....

All bars they broke
The stoke they took
Hit all shackles regrowth
they choose

We have learnt easy
lessons 
They have learnt it hard
Difficult it was for them to
believe
That Time is tough but it
won't last

Life is difficult
Life is hard
Some have a bothering
past
 
They have lived it all....
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Written by : W.S.
Fb: Just Jazbaat



Maa ke liya akshar me kya likhu
Wo khud Kabilae tarif  hai, uski
tarif me alfaz kya likhu.

Jo zindagi ka har sabak janti hai
Aisi azim hasti par missal kya
likhu

Jiske pairo me khuda ne jaanat hi
rakh de hai
Aisi wahad shaksiyat ki tarif kya
likhu

Jiski baho me aulad pur sukoon
hoti hai
Uske sabr ki taufik kya likhu

Lafzo me jiska narm dili jhalakti 
 hai
Uske mohabbat ki dastan kya
likhu

Jo aulad ke har surat hifazat  ki
sadaya  karti hai
Uski iss dua ka jazbaat kya likhu.

Maa kisi ki bhi ho bahut
khoobsurat hoti hai
Uski iss chamak ka Anwar me kya
likhu.

Jiske anchal me rehmat barasti
hai
Uski har ek ada ki adawat me kya
likhu

Meri zindagi jiski amanat hai
Uski zamanat me kya likhu
 
Maa tu to aulad ka khuda hai
 zami ke iss khuda ki Tahrir mey
kya likhu

My Mom, is a super mom
She is gentle and soft,
Always speaks her heart.

Whatever may be the
Trouble,
She never trembles,

She emerges always
victorious and 
Fullfill all difficult tasks.

She is available whenever I
call,
Master in relieve my stress
depression and all

Dependable and reliable,
The first teacher of child's
every art.

Preaches hope, keeps my
spirit always up,
Of all my success she is the
most influential part.

I am blessed to be a child of 
My super mom.
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Maa

She was taken captive in a broad
day light
Plunged and grabbed by monster
as though not alive.
Forced sexually by beasts
Who violated all her privacy
rights
She wiped, she cried, she begged
to survive.
While they tortured and
mutilated her body for pleasure
of their mind.
No mercy did the 4 have
They were inhuman persons in
human guise.
Isn't it a curse to be a woman?
In a country where a female
safety is only a paper right.
Have you ever asked why Candle
March, slogans and campaigns
have become mandatory?
To get justice and rights
Why  government machinery
failed to be dutyful and has
acted otherwise?
How many more Nirbhayas will
have to lay their life
Many questions but no answers
will be suffice.

Wake up and act until the evil
dies.
Justice, justice we shall screeam
until  the victim gets her right

WHY

ALWAYS

 GIRL



Hello Everyone,
My name is Adeline TA. I am a software
engineer by profession and Dotting artist by
passion. 
It’s been 6-8 months I have been an artist
along with my IT profession. Initially when I
started creating Dot mandalas or pointillism
it was a time I used to look forward to get
away from the hectic job schedule. But
these days I make sure I create art works no
matter how busy I get. This art form let’s
one increase their patience level and also a
leads into meditative environment. 
I keep challenging myself with the toughest
of designs and also trying to increase my
scope by not just mandala but also doing
lot of other things. 
The biggest achievement for me was to be
part of the Karnataka Chitrakala Parishath
exhibition, Bangalore held on April 3 and
4th. More than the sales that happened
there it was the amazing feedback of the
viewers that made those days memorable.
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I also did a stall at Hotel Taj , Bangalore on
April 11th which was also successful. These
small small steps I believe are the stepping
stones for my success.
I have also done quite a few live sessions on
different handles to teach how to do dot
mandala.
I experiment with different paints , different
bases, different brands etc.
Other than dot mandala I also create fabric
flowers, water color paints which I am still
experimenting and also single stroke painting
which I would love to master some day.
Art itself is so therapeutic especially dot
mandala, so I recommend everyone to try
dotting even though you never did any other art
form in your entire life.

For any questions feel free to contact me.

Name: Adeline TA
Email: craftandartz@gmail.com
Instagram: @worldofcraftz



For any more business enquiries, write to us
at gagatandsons@gmail.com

Contact No. : 8600306930/7020777604

Registered office address :
 For any more business enquiries, mail us at 
 registered office address:
B 205, 02nd Floor, Ikeva Supreme Business
Park, behind Castle Lake, Hiranandani,
Powai,Mumbai - 400076

It is not a hidden fact that the year 2021 has
taught us the importance of a healthy living,
value for family, time and life in the harshest
format. Surprisingly, this was not all for Andheri
born Nikhil Gagat. 
Nikhil completed his education in Goa and took
up marketing job profiles for organizations like
Dell, Bose and Angel Broking
Nikhil decided to pursue with value adding
online certification pograms. He took up a course
with Startup India when he realized and fulfilled
his wish of becoming an entrepreneur.
Nikhil established the company Gagat & Sons
that cater to 03 business services:

1) Business Advisory Services: Gagat & Sons have
a team of CA’s, Lawyers and young minds that 
have knowledge of the relevant field and can
help potential entrepreneurs in starting up their 
dream plans right from business registration to
managerial consultations.

2) Sales: They sell a range of Laptops, desktops,
CCTV and many more computer accessories

3) Trading: They deal in imports and exports of
agricultural products
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NEVER GIVE UP

IG: Classy_niks



Hey, I an Deepak. I am from Punjab, Pathankot city. I started drawing in 2018.
Life is wonderful and have it own colours, I get so many opportunities to take part in Artist
world, one of them which I remember is of that exhibition, that was organised at
International level. i.e. akm kala sangh and even I get awarded as the best artist over there.
This is not the end, 
If your dreams are stronger, you can achieve anything. Paths you want, Opportunities you
need, will automatically comes to you. You just need to identified that and grab it.
I had done wall painting, made portraits, sketches and many things with this.
I started practicing my own.. take references from people, focus on what I need, practing
daily and that's how I came to my perfection.
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I believe, if you had dream for anything, don't hesitate... go for it, find opportunities and
select best. It's upto you what you want to.
I am doing btech in Civil.. but my dreams are clear. I won't let my dreams and passion down 
This journey with my photos, how I look, how I draw earlier, how I am now.. all these are
because of my dedication. Though I get much less time to draw... but I concentrate on the
same and finalize the work patiently. Patience is the key to success..
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PATIENCE IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS

IG: Artistic_deepak



It all begins with the act of considering how
women have a whole phase of life with lots of
sacrifices . The whole of feminist ideology
revolves around the concept of establishing
equality of all sexes. Discrimination against
women has been so imminent in our society
that we often fail to notice the subtle and
latent forms of sexism. Most girls grow up to
believe that they are inferior to boys and, thus,
surrender before the regressive and patriarchal
structure of the society. Young girls must be
taught that they are no less than boys and can
achieve anything if they are determined to do
so. 
From handling house holds to becoming major
fashion influencers around the world, women
grow and empower.
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While writers are quick to describe their male characters as intelligent, they are less likely
to do so with their female counterparts. Many admirable male attributes seem overbearing
or bossy when a woman exhibits them, we as a professional independent women are astute,
creative, innovative, observant and bossy.

A wise lady knows her limit, a passionate lady know she have none.
She never settles for anything less than everything.
She stays ready to achieve success. 
So she never have to get ready!
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THANK YOU
For more updates..
cap_pinterest
cap_goa_shoot
cap_rajasthan
cap_mumbai
cap_delhite
cap_naturelover
cap_punjab
cap_kolkata

Our all admins are

supportive and provide you

assitance when ever you

require. We will try our best

to provide you best services

with unique and creative

ideas.

Just join us, share this

magazine, make people

aware about the magazine.

EDITS AND SUPPORT BY
Srishti, Prashant, Rishab, Mansi,

Varun, Aditya, Shubham and other
Cap_pinterest Team

 
 Support us, Registeration started for our next

magazine, poster had been released!
Message us if you want to get registered
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SUMMER
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VOL 3
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